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QUESTION 1

Your CMC wants to move several web based search applications to an AJAX model, hoping to improve user
engagement with a browser experience that feels smaller and more responsive. 

Which identifies a drawback to consider when adopting an AJAX model to improve user experience? 

A. Maintaining current performance could require more hardware. 

B. Maintaining accessibility across clients may require more development. 

C. Maintaining security within the page could be more difficult. 

D. Maintaining page navigability for users would have to be re-evaluated. 

E. Maintaining a scalable system could require redesigning applications. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A company provides call center support for corporations world-wide. Each agent in the call center can be assigned to
multiple call center customers. All the company\\'s customers use Windows based user interfaces and it has Just signed
a new customer that uses a Java EE back end and wants a rich interface. 

The company is developing a user interface for the new customer with the following requirements: Customer service
representatives (CSRs) must be able to work with minimal training on the application. 

CSRs must be able to switch between call center systems quickly. 

Screens must have a windows look and feel. 

2000 agents spread across four locations must be able to use the system. 

Which recommendation would you make to this company about the user interface (UI)? 

A. Write the UI using JSP and JSTL. 

B. Write the UI using JSPs with embedded script lets. 

C. Write the UI using AJAX, Accessing servlets directly. 

D. Write the UI using Java Swing and describe using JNLP. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statements are true about Java integration technologies? 

A. Remote Method Invocation (RMI) helps to connect subsystems in a loosely coupled manner. 
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B. Java Message Service (JMS) helps in synchronous messaging between Java and non-Java systems. 

C. JMS helps to broadcast messages to multiple Java-based receivers. 

D. Java Connector Architecture (JCA) helps to integrate with heterogeneous legacy enterprise information systems. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

You are asked to propose a software deployment strategy that will reduce a client will also make deploying and testing
their software stack more efficient. 

Which element would you include in your proposal? 

A. Vertically scalable platform 

B. Horizontally scalable platform 

C. Virtualized platform 

D. Standard unit testing software 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You are the architect at ACME, a large a large global retailer of festival and holiday accessories. ACME wants to launch
a new shopping portal for the holiday shopping session, allowing two months from project inception to going live. The
portal must contain in-house and third-party stock to attack customers. 

Fast response times are also critical so users remain engaged and sticky to the portal. 

What would you recommend to the ACME project team to deliver this project? 

A. Access all third party content using JSONP to dynamically load it from the browser. 

B. Access as much content with bulk-loading as possible; use JSONP to access the remainder. 

C. Access all content regardless of source using the HTML 5 XML parsing capabilities of the browser 

D. Access all third party content using JSON to dynamically load it from the browser. 

Correct Answer: A 
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